
 

 

INFORMATION 

Name: Diamondresidence 

Category:  Holiday Village 4 stelle  

Owner: Diamondresidence S.r.l. 

Location: Diamante 

Diamondresidence is situated in the “Pearl” of the Tyrrhenian Sea, Diamante, a place rich of 

history and art. This town is defined THE BIGGEST OPEN AIR MUSEUM in Italy for its 

MURALES painted in all the old centre near the most charming seafront of the coast where you 

can walk and taste traditional recipes, especially those made with the famous PEPERONCINO 

(hot chilly pepper) of Diamante; it is also worthy to admire the wonderful underwater world around 

the Island of Cirella or visit the Roman ruins of the territory. 

How to get to:  Coming from the North drive along the A3 Salerno-Reggio Calabria until 

Lagonegro North, from there take the SS 585 to the Tyrrhenian coast and and then drive along the 

SS 18 Tyrrhenian to the South until Diamante North.  

Coming from the South or from Lamezia Terme Airport, take the A3 until Falerna, then take the SS 

18 for 90 km and you get to Diamante South. The alternative is the SS 504 that from Mormanno-

Scalea leads to the SS 18, and southwards to Diamante . This road is tortuous and longer than others 

but you can enjoy the beautiful landscape of the Lao Valley. 

Characteristics: Diamondresidence is the perfect place (residence or B&B) where spend your 

relaxing and enjoyable holidays, guaranteed by its running by specialized staff. Diamondresidence 

is a small diamond on the Tyrrhenian coast (700m far from the beach, pebbly and sandy beach), it 

offers a very cosy atmosphere and a comfortable and peaceful environment. Among secular oaks 

and olive trees it is situated in a very privileged location which offers the guests a breathtaking view 

on the coast. From here you could admire wonderful sunsets in tranquility but without giving up 

amusement. 

 



Apartaments: Diamondresidence apartmets (one-roomed, two-roomed, three-roomed from with a 

capacity 2 to 6 people) They are all smartly equipped to give the guests the sensation to be in their 

own home. Every apartment has its own kitchen and bathroom. 

Rooms: The rooms as the appartments are equipped with: air conditioning, satellite tv, refrigerator, 

safe deposit box, direct dial telephone. 

Facilities: Whirlpool Swimming pool,  car parking, playground, beach service. 

Facilities on request: room service, transfert from/to airport or train station, baby-sitting, laundry, 

excursions. 

Beauty Centre: sauna, hairstyler, massages, beauty treatments for face and bodies. 

Bar: Swimming pool bar nigh&day service, from breakfast to Happy Hour, dancing nights and 

parties.  

Restaurant: Self-service lunch and dinner, complete menu with choice between two options, 

various delicious meals served and made carefully to offer every day the best of Italian cooking, but 

also peculiar recipes of the Calabrian tradition.   

Animateurs: Night&day activities with specialized staff, miniclub service. Animali: non ammessi. 

Credit cards: All accepted 

Season: All the year 

 

 


